INTRODUCTION
============

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) represented by Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) can occur at any age but mostly affects young people. Although IBD has a low mortality rate, it is incurable and commonly requires lifelong care and medication. IBD inevitably generates a significant economic burden at the patient and societal levels. Several cost-of-illness studies have been performed in North America and Europe, which are regions with high incidence and prevalence of IBD. Although differences in data and methodologies created discrepancies among those studies, their findings confirmed that IBD was associated with a substantial economic burden.[@b1-gnl-14-089]--[@b4-gnl-14-089]

During the last two decades, the incidence and prevalence of IBD have risen in previously low-incidence areas, such as Asia, Eastern Europe, and many developing countries, while the incidence and prevalence of IBD have stabilized in North America and Europe.[@b5-gnl-14-089],[@b6-gnl-14-089] According to a series of studies that were conducted at different times, the incidence of IBD in South Korea has increased approximately 10-fold over the last two decades, which has led to South Korea having one of the highest incidences of IBD among Asian countries.[@b7-gnl-14-089]--[@b10-gnl-14-089] Based on Western experience, the increases in the incidence and prevalence of IBD may lead to considerable economic challenges for the South Korean healthcare system. However, there is limited research regarding the healthcare costs of IBD in Asia. This study aimed to investigate the direct healthcare costs of IBD in South Korea, with a focus on the changes in the costs per patient before and after the IBD diagnosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

1. Data source
--------------

This nationwide population-based study evaluated data from the National Health Insurance (NHI) database. The NHI is a non-profit single payer organization under the South Korean government responsible for the NHI program. The NHI system covers approximately 97% of the South Korean population and provides comprehensive data regarding patient demographics, medical use/transaction information, other insurance coverage, patient co-pay fees, and case-specific claims (diagnosis, prescriptions, and consultation statements).[@b11-gnl-14-089],[@b12-gnl-14-089] In 2007, the NHI established a registration program for rare intractable disease (RID), which included IBD, to provide enhanced reimbursement for medical costs that were associated with rare disease (affecting \<20,000 people in Korea). To qualify for enrollment in the RID program, patients with IBD had to fulfil the diagnostic criteria provided by NHI, based on clinical features, endoscopic findings, and histologic findings. The accuracy of the RID database for both CD and UC diagnosis have been validated through previous studies.[@b8-gnl-14-089],[@b13-gnl-14-089],[@b14-gnl-14-089]

2. Study population and patient identification
----------------------------------------------

We evaluated the data of patients with IBD who were identified in the NHI database between 2010 and 2012, using codes from the International Classification of Disease, 10th revision (ICD-10), and the RID registration system (V code). Cases that involved CD were identified if they had both ICD-10 code K50 and V code V130, while cases that involved UC were identified if they had both ICD-10 code K51 and V code V131. To verify the diagnostic accuracy of the IBD defined with the ICD-10 code and V code, we reviewed the medical records of 830 patients with IBD who were registered at Seoul National University Hospital, a tertiary referral hospital in Korea from January 2010 to December 2013. The combination of these two codes provided 94.5% (312/330) sensitivity for CD diagnosis and 96.4% (482/500) sensitivity for UC diagnosis. Patients with IBD were subsequently divided into an "incident group" and "prevalent group." The incident group included all patients who were newly identified using both the ICD-10 and V codes for CD and UC from January 2010 to December 2012. These patients had no history of CD or UC from January 2005 until the inclusion date of this study. The prevalent group included all the patients who were formerly assigned IBD codes, from 2005 to the inclusion date, and received reimbursements for IBD during the 2010 to 2012 period. In addition, age- and sex-matched individuals without IBD (the control group) were randomly selected and included in the study at a 3:1 ratio of controls to case.

3. Calculation of healthcare cost
---------------------------------

The direct healthcare costs of IBD were analyzed for 3 years before and after the IBD diagnosis, with follow-up data available until 2015. All costs were estimated on the basis of claimed costs rather than the actual amounts that were paid by the patients, and the mean direct healthcare costs per patient were calculated. Although median costs are often used in cohort studies to avoid bias resulting from high costs that are incurred by a minority of patients, the mean costs are important for planning future healthcare budgets as they estimate the overall predicted expenditure.[@b15-gnl-14-089]--[@b17-gnl-14-089] Costs were expressed in US dollars (\$), based on an exchange rate of 1,110 South Korean won per US dollars on November 1, 2017. Total IBD-related direct healthcare costs were categorized as inpatient and outpatient costs. Inpatient costs were defined as the sum of costs incurred during the hospital stay in either medical or surgical wards, which was related to the diagnosis or management of IBD. Outpatient costs were defined as the sum of costs for office visits, emergency department visits, endoscopic procedures, radiologic procedures, and other outpatient services. Cost of surgery included all IBD-related surgery, from minor surgery such as abscess drainage to major surgery such as bowel resection. Costs of diagnostic test were calculated separately for endoscopy and radiologic imaging. Endoscopy included flexible sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, esophagogastroduodenoscopy, enteroscopy and capsule endoscopy, which were performed at the IBD diagnosis and throughout the follow-up period. Radiologic imaging included abdominal sonography, small bowel series, computerized tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging. Costs of IBD medication were only dealt with biologics (infliximab and adalimumab) imposed by the in-hospital prescription code. The prescription details and billing code of drugs with "in-hospital prescription" are more accurately recorded and collected in the NHI database, compared to that of the medication prescribed as an "out-of-hospital prescription." Comorbidities that could affect healthcare costs were adjusted for calculation and comparison of total direct healthcare cost. We used ICD-10 codes of all comorbidities that could be extracted from the NHI database to substitute them for the Charlson comorbidity index calculation, and scored and applied them to all subjects of this study.

4. Statistical analysis
-----------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using the R software version 3.4.3 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, <http://www.R-project.org>) and SAS software version 9.3 (SAS institute, Cary, NC, USA). Random selection of age- and sex-matched controls was performed using the SAS algorithm. Continuous variables were reported as mean±standard deviation and categorical variables were reported as number and percentage. Multiple comparisons were used to compare the differences in costs between groups. Continuous variables were analyzed using the Student t-test, while binary and categorical variables were analyzed using the chi-square test. Differences were considered to be statistically significant at p-value of \<0.05.

5. Ethical consideration
------------------------

All data were obtained from the NHI database in an encrypted and anonymous state; therefore, informed consent from the study participants was not required. This study's retrospective protocol was approved by the Institution Review Board of Seoul National University Hospital (IRB number: H-1703-107-840).

RESULTS
=======

1. Baseline characteristics of the study population
---------------------------------------------------

We extracted the records of 23,153 patients who were diagnosed with UC and 11,014 patients who were diagnosed with CD from the NHI database during the study period (the mean age was 40.5±16.7 years and 61.0% were male). Among the UC patients, 8,168 and 14,985 patients were classified as the incident group and the prevalent group, respectively. Meanwhile, among the CD patients, 4,095 patients and 6,919 patients were included in the incident group and the prevalent group, respectively. The control group comprised 102,501 age-and sex-matched subjects without IBD. The baseline characteristics of the study population are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="table"}. Compared to the control group, the IBD group had significantly lower proportions of rural residents and individuals with lower 20% incomes (p\<0.001). The IBD group had a significantly lower prevalence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension and dyslipidemia than the control group. However, IBD patients had higher prevalence of myocardial infarction and ischemic heart disease than individuals without IBD (p\<0.001).

2. Total healthcare costs
-------------------------

The changes in total direct healthcare costs per patient in these two groups are depicted in [Table 2](#t2-gnl-14-089){ref-type="table"}. IBD group had higher total direct healthcare costs than the control group throughout the study period. Total healthcare costs per patient in the incident group were even higher compared to the costs of the control group from 3 years before the diagnosis (p\<0.001).

In the incident group, the total healthcare costs peaked at \$2,396 during the first year after the IBD diagnosis. This cost sharply declined during the second year after diagnosis and was comparable to the cost in the prevalent group (\$1,478 vs \$1,579, p=0.002). Total healthcare costs per patient in the prevalent group gradually increased throughout the study period from \$940 to \$1,654 ([Fig. 1A](#f1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}).

In the prevalent group, CD was associated with approximately 2-fold higher healthcare costs than UC throughout the study period ([Fig. 1B](#f1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). In the incident group, the costs for CD were consistently higher than those for UC from 1 year before diagnosis and onward ([Fig. 1C](#f1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). Inpatient costs of the incident group were the highest during the first year after diagnosis (\$1,479) and subsequently decreased, with outpatient costs exceeding inpatient costs from the second year after diagnosis and onward. The proportion of outpatient costs gradually increased from 38% to 64.0% (p\<0.001) ([Fig. 1D](#f1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}).

3. Costs of diagnostic tests
----------------------------

[Figs 2](#f2-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"} show the changes in the cost of endoscopy and radiologic imaging for patients before and after IBD diagnosis compared to that of the control group. The costs of endoscopy and radiologic imaging were higher for IBD patients (both of the incident group and the prevalent group) than for the control group throughout the study period ([Figs 2A](#f2-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}, [3A](#f3-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). The costs of endoscopy and radiologic imaging were also higher for the incident group than for the control group, even up to 3 years before the diagnosis. (\$6.9 vs \$2.9 and \$4.2 vs \$2.7, respectively, both p\<0.001). The differences in costs between the incident group and the control group gradually increased until 1 year after the diagnosis. The cost of endoscopy in the incident group peaked at \$53.2 during the first year after diagnosis, but subsequently decreased and became comparable to the cost in prevalent group during the third year after diagnosis (\$18.8 vs \$18.6, p=0.52). A similar trend was also observed for radiologic imaging, which peaked during the first year after diagnosis (\$53.8) and then decreased to become comparable to the cost in the prevalent group during the third year after diagnosis (\$17.6 vs \$18.9, p=0.14). This tendency was the same when total IBD was classified into CD and UC respectively, although the cost of radiologic imaging in CD patients was significantly higher than that in UC patients ([Fig. 3B](#f3-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"} and C).

4. Costs of surgery
-------------------

The changes in costs of surgery per patient of study population are depicted in [Fig. 4](#f4-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}. As mentioned above, the cost of surgery included the cost of all operations related to IBD, from minor surgery, including an abscess drainage, to major surgery, including bowel resection, and are expressed as mean cost per patient. Costs of surgery in IBD patients were the highest after 1 year of IBD diagnosis and decreased sharply from the second year of diagnosis. In addition, for the second year of diagnosis, costs of surgery in the incident group were lower than those of the prevalent group, but the differences were not statistically significant ([Fig. 4A](#f4-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). In the incident group, the cost of surgery for CD patients was 7-fold higher than that of UC patients, 1 year after diagnosis. And, even 2 years after the diagnosis, the costs of the CD patients were significantly higher than those of UC patients (p\<0.05) ([Fig. 4B](#f4-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}).

5. Costs of biologics
---------------------

The mean costs of biologics for IBD increased steeply over time, from \$720.8 during the first year after diagnosis to \$1,249.6 during the third year after diagnosis (p\<0.001) ([Table 2](#t2-gnl-14-089){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 5A](#f5-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). This trend was common in both CD and UC, although CD was associated with higher biologics costs than UC. In the incident group, the cost of biologics treating CD patients was \$774 during the first year of after diagnosis, which was approximately seven times the mean cost of \$108 for patients with UC ([Fig. 5B](#f5-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). In the prevalent group, the cost of biologics for treating CD patients was \$1,134.7 during the first year after diagnosis, versus \$57.0 for treating UC patients during the same period ([Fig. 5C](#f5-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}). The mean per-patient costs for infliximab and adalimumab increased from \$287.2 and \$30.0 during the first year after diagnosis to \$465.3 and \$132.6 during the third year after diagnosis. The proportion of costs for infliximab decreased from 90.5% during the first year to 77.8% during the third year (p\<0.001), while the proportion for adalimumab increased from 9.4% during the first year to 22.2% during the third year (p\<0.001) ([Fig. 5D](#f5-gnl-14-089){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION
==========

A recent population-based study in South Korea revealed that the steadily rising prevalence of IBD was associated with a dramatic increase in IBD-related healthcare costs from \$23.2 million during 2010 to \$49.7 million during 2014.[@b18-gnl-14-089] Furthermore, the present study focused on the changes in direct healthcare costs per patient before and after the IBD diagnosis, and compared the costs for patients with and without IBD in a national claimed database.

We showed that patients newly diagnosed with IBD (the incident group) had the highest healthcare costs during the first year of diagnosis, and the costs subsequently decreased and became comparable to those of formerly diagnosed patient (the prevalent group) after 2 years of diagnosis. Based on this result, we cautiously assumed that the IBD-related direct healthcare costs are concentrated at the early stage of disease course and then relatively stabilize to some extent thereafter, as similar trends have been observed in previous studies. For example, the direct IBD-related healthcare costs in Hong Kong were higher in the first year after diagnosis than in the second year after diagnosis.[@b19-gnl-14-089] In addition, an incidence-based cost analysis by the European Collaborative Study Group on Inflammatory Bowel Disease revealed that total and hospitalization-related costs were much higher in the first year of diagnosis than in subsequent years.[@b15-gnl-14-089] This trend could be related to the increased need for diagnostic testing and aggressive treatment that aims to achieve remission during the first year after diagnosis.[@b20-gnl-14-089]

Interestingly, the incident group had higher overall healthcare costs than the control group, even before their IBD diagnosis, and this trend was observed in all categories of cost (inpatient, outpatient and diagnostic test). We suggest that these results could be related to diagnostic delay, which is observed for a considerable number of patients with IBD, as their symptoms are nonspecific and the available tests have limited diagnostic accuracy. A European study showed that approximately 20% of the 4,670 patients were only diagnosed at \>5 years after noticing their first symptoms, and 67% of the patients had visited an emergency department at least once before the diagnosis.[@b21-gnl-14-089] Moreover, a Korean cohort study revealed that the mean diagnostic delay was 16.0±33.0 months,[@b22-gnl-14-089] which suggests that a timely diagnosis and treatment could reduce healthcare costs that are related to pre-diagnosis hospital visits or admission.

However, South Korea has lower diagnostic costs for endoscopy or radiologic imaging than in other Asian or Western countries. The cost of biologics was more than \$700 during the first year after diagnosis, which was seven times higher than the cost of diagnostic testing. Therefore, we can cautiously assume that biologics could be a main driver of costs during the early period after the IBD diagnosis. In both the incident group and the prevalent group, the costs of CD patients were higher than those of UC. The fact that biologics are used more as treatment in CD than in UC seems to be the cause of these cost differences.

Several previous studies have indicated that a top-down strategy using biologics for early-stage IBD provided greater effectiveness than a step-up strategy during clinical remission,[@b23-gnl-14-089]--[@b26-gnl-14-089] although changes in the paradigm of IBD treatment may have led to increases in related healthcare costs.[@b27-gnl-14-089] In South Korea, the NHI expanded coverage for adalimumab to adult patients with CD that was refractory to conventional medical treatment in 2010, while infliximab and adalimumab were approved for adults with refractory UC in 2011 and 2011, respectively. These changes have improved access to biologics for IBD and increased the use of adalimumab, with 306 patients receiving biologics in 2007 (\$1,816,065) versus 5,223 patients receiving biologics in 2015 (\$38,328,839) ([Supplementary Table 1](#s1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Fig. 1](#s1-gnl-14-089){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The importance of biologics will be more emphasized in the future and the introduction of new biologics is expected to increase. Therefore, establishment of the health insurance policy that reflects this trend are required and the introduction of biosimilar agents at a lower price than originator biologics may also help further reduce healthcare costs. In addition, considering the primary nonresponse to induction therapy with biologics, secondary loss of response, or drug-related adverse events, individualized therapy with tight monitoring and patient care by IBD specialist should be accompanied to increase cost-effectiveness of biologics use. An Asian study revealed that high cost (\>90th percentile) outliers were associated with IBD-related surgery.[@b19-gnl-14-089] Our study showed that the costs of surgery were the highest in 1 year after diagnosis and CD was associated with higher costs of surgery. However, as its absolute cost was not high, it is unlikely to account for a substantial proportion of the total direct healthcare cost of IBD in South Korea. The likelihood of surgery increases over time based on the natural course of IBD and several studies have reported that the proportion of surgery-related healthcare costs for treating IBD has decreased during the 21st century.[@b4-gnl-14-089],[@b28-gnl-14-089]--[@b31-gnl-14-089]

The present study has several limitations. First, data restrictions and limited accessibility to data precluded detailed analyses of costs for medications, such as 5-aminosalicylic acid or azathioprine, which are important drivers of costs in Western studies. We were able to analyze only biologics that were prescribed and paid in hospital and the billing code was collected in the NHI database. Oral agents are essential means of treating IBD, and further studies of healthcare costs including medication are warranted. Second, costs according to disease behavior or IBD severity were not evaluated because these data were not available from the NHI database. This should also be analyzed through further research.

Despite these limitations, this study is the first population-based study to analyze the changes in costs including biologics before and after IBD diagnosis in East Asia, which has been driven by the increasing incidence and prevalence of IBD. As the use of biologics in IBD is expected to accelerate and several new agents being evaluated, these findings may be relevant for predicting future direct healthcare costs in Asian countries. In a survey of 599 patients with IBD, 41% of respondents reported decreased quality of life and 21% reported stopping medical treatment because of the related economic burden.[@b32-gnl-14-089] As economic burden is closely associated with the outcomes of IBD management, cost-effective healthcare policies are needed to lessen the economic burden of this chronic disease.

In conclusion, patients with newly diagnosed IBD incurred the highest direct healthcare costs during the first year after diagnosis, and IBD patients had higher costs than individuals without IBD even before the diagnosis of IBD. In addition, the cost of biologics increased steeply over time and it can be assumed that biologics could be the main driver of costs during the early period after IBD diagnosis in South Korea.
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###### 

Baseline Characteristics of the Study Population

  Characteristic           Total IBD        CD              UC                                                                                                                                        
  ------------------------ ---------------- --------------- ---------------- ---------- ---------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------
  Sex                                                                        \-                                                          \-                                                           
   Male                    62,340 (60.82)   7,729 (63.03)   13,051 (59.58)              23,049 (69.76)   2,853 (69.67)   4,830 (69.81)              39,291 (56.57)   4,876 (59.7)    8,221 (54.86)    
   Female                  40,161 (39.18)   4,534 (36.97)   8,853 (40.42)               9,993 (30.24)    1,242 (30.33)   2,089 (30.19)              30,168 (43.43)   3,292 (40.3)    6,764 (45.14)    
  Age, yr                  40.51±16.66      37.92±17.61     41.96±15.92      \-         31.23±14.59      29.12±16.11     32.48±13.46     \-         44.93±15.74      42.33±16.64     46.34±15.04      
  Age group, yr                                                              \-                                                          \-                                                           
   \<15                    2,826 (2.76)     667 (5.44)      275 (1.26)                  2,019 (6.11)     485 (11.84)     188 (2.72)                 807 (1.16)       182 (2.23)      87 (0.58)        
   15--29                  38,061 (37.13)   5,133 (41.86)   7,554 (34.49)               20,067 (60.73)   2,452 (59.88)   4,237 (61.24)              17,994 (25.91)   2,681 (32.82)   3,317 (22.14)    
   30--44                  52,503 (51.22)   5,465 (44.56)   12,036 (54.95)              9,795 (29.64)    980 (23.93)     2,285 (33.03)              42,708 (61.49)   4,485 (54.91)   9,751 (65.07)    
   ≥45                     9,111 (8.89)     998 (8.14)      2,039 (9.31)                1,161 (3.51)     178 (4.35)      209 (3.02)                 7,950 (11.45)    820 (10.04)     1,830 (12.21)    
  Place                                                                      \<0.0001                                                    \<0.0001                                                     \<0.0001
   Urban                   47,904 (46.74)   6,113 (49.85)   11,123 (50.78)              15,530 (47)      2,106 (51.43)   3,584 (51.8)               32,374 (46.61)   4,007 (49.06)   7,539 (50.31)    
   Rural                   54,597 (53.26)   6,150 (50.15)   10,781 (49.22)              17,512 (53)      1,989 (48.57)   3,335 (48.2)               37,085 (53.39)   4,161 (50.94)   7,446 (49.69)    
  CCI                      0.67±1.26        1.16±1.53       0.91±1.3         \<0.0001   0.43±0.95        1.15±1.49       0.75±1.14       \<0.0001   0.79±1.37        1.16±1.55       0.99±1.36        \<0.0001
  CCI group                                                                  \<0.0001                                                    \<0.0001                                                     \<0.0001
   0                       66,835 (65.2)    5,125 (41.79)   10,821 (49.4)               24,553 (74.31)   1,589 (38.8)    3,745 (54.13)              42,282 (60.87)   3,536 (43.29)   7,076 (47.22)    
   1                       19,835 (19.35)   3,836 (31.28)   6,409 (29.26)               5,593 (16.93)    1,450 (35.41)   2,050 (29.63)              14,242 (20.5)    2,386 (29.21)   4,359 (29.09)    
   2                       7,718 (7.53)     1,646 (13.42)   2,566 (11.71)               1,588 (4.81)     563 (13.75)     677 (9.78)                 6,130 (8.83)     1,083 (13.26)   1,889 (12.61)    
   ≥3                      8,113 (7.92)     1,656 (13.5)    2,108 (9.62)                1,308 (3.96)     493 (12.04)     447 (6.46)                 6,805 (9.8)      1,163 (14.24)   1,661 (11.08)    
  Income low (20%)                                                           \<0.0001                                                    \<0.0001                                                     \<0.0001
   No                      78,394 (76.48)   9,694 (79.05)   17,761 (81.09)              25,330 (76.66)   3,223 (78.71)   5,480 (79.2)               53,064 (76.4)    6,471 (79.22)   12,281 (81.96)   
   Yes                     24,107 (23.52)   2,569 (20.95)   4,143 (18.91)               7,712 (23.34)    872 (21.29)     1,439 (20.8)               16,395 (23.6)    1,697 (20.78)   2,704 (18.04)    
  Diabetes mellitus        5,239 (5.11)     595 (4.85)      869 (3.97)       \<0.0001   785 (2.38)       122 (2.98)      133 (1.92)      0.0018     4,454 (6.41)     473 (5.79)      736 (4.91)       \<0.0001
  Hypertension             13,526 (13.2)    1,463 (11.93)   2,595 (11.85)    \<0.0001   2,084 (6.31)     265 (6.47)      347 (5.02)      0.0002     11,442 (16.47)   1,198 (14.67)   2,248 (15)       \<0.0001
  Dyslipidemia             7,616 (7.43)     911 (7.43)      1,516 (6.92)     0.0302     1,221 (3.7)      151 (3.69)      190 (2.75)      0.0005     6,395 (9.21)     760 (9.3)       1,326 (8.85)     0.3444
  Stroke                   1,661 (1.62)     228 (1.86)      358 (1.63)       0.1439     220 (0.67)       56 (1.37)       56 (0.81)       \<0.0001   1,441 (2.07)     172 (2.11)      302 (2.02)       0.8704
  Myocardial infarction    427 (0.42)       106 (0.86)      114 (0.52)       \<0.0001   64 (0.19)        36 (0.88)       29 (0.42)       \<0.0001   363 (0.52)       70 (0.86)       85 (0.57)        0.0006
  Ischemic heart disease   3,699 (3.61)     649 (5.29)      927 (4.23)       \<0.0001   569 (1.72)       178 (4.35)      167 (2.41)      \<0.0001   3,130 (4.51)     471 (5.77)      760 (5.07)       \<0.0001
  Year                                                                       \<0.0001                                                    \<0.0001                                                     \<0.0001
   2010                    70,074 (68.36)   3,706 (30.22)   19,652 (89.72)              22,605 (68.41)   1,203 (29.38)   6,332 (91.52)              47,469 (68.34)   2,503 (30.64)   13,320 (88.89)   
   2011                    17,019 (16.6)    4,214 (34.36)   1,459 (6.66)                5,280 (15.98)    1,374 (33.55)   386 (5.58)                 11,739 (16.9)    2,840 (34.77)   1,073 (7.16)     
   2012                    15,408 (15.03)   4,343 (35.42)   793 (3.62)                  5,157 (15.61)    1,518 (37.07)   201 (2.91)                 10,251 (14.76)   2,825 (34.59)   592 (3.95)       

Data are presented as number (%) or mean±SD.

IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; CD, Crohn's disease; UC, ulcerative colitis; CCI, Charlson Charlson comorbidity index.

###### 

Changes in Direct Healthcare Costs before and after the Diagnosis of IBD

                                    Pre 3 yr   Pre 2 yr   Pre 1 yr   1 yr      2 yr      3 yr
  --------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- --------- ---------
  Total healthcare cost, \$                                                              
   Total IBD                                                                             
    Control group                   402        472        574        616       631       628
    Prevalent group                 940        1,086      1,253      1,560     1,579     1,654
    Incident group                  497        616        983        2,396     1,478     1,437
   CD                                                                                    
    Prevalent group                 1,399      1,670      2,030      2,659     2,714     2,843
    Incident group                  442        567        1,225      3,658     2,109     2,120
   UC                                                                                    
    Prevalent group                 728        814        892        1,036     1,051     1,098
    Incident group                  539        646        879        1,758     1,185     1,117
  Diagnostic tests                                                                       
   Cost of endoscopy, \$                                                                 
    Control group                   2.9        3.2        3.5        3.8       3.9       3.8
    Prevalent group                 21.7       24.1       24.5       24.7      18.2      18.6
    Incident group                  6.9        9.8        31.9       53.2      20.6      18.8
     CD                             6.2        8.8        36.1       51.9      18.1      17.8
     UC                             7.2        10.3       29.8       53.8      21.8      19.4
   Cost of radiologic imaging, \$                                                        
    Control group                   2.7        3.4        4.3        5.0       4.9       4.8
    Prevalent group                 16.8       20.4       23.4       25.6      20.7      18.9
    Incident group                  4.2        6.9        21.0       53.8      18.4      17.6
     CD                             5.8        10.0       42.2       106.8     35.0      36.7
     UC                             3.8        5.8        12.6       28.1      10.7      8.6
  Cost of surgery, \$                                                                    
   Control group                    0.3        0.4        0.6        0.6       0.7       0.7
   Prevalent group                  6.8        7.6        10.2       12.9      9.5       8.9
   Incident group                   1.3        2.0        5.6        25.9      7.4       5.6
    CD                              3.0        4.7        13.2       59.2      11.3      11.4
    UC                              0.5        0.7        1.5        8.0       5.3       2.6
  Cost of biologics, \$                                                                  
   Total IBD                                                                             
    Control group                   0.6        0.7        0.9        2.3       3.0       3.4
    Prevalent group                 93.9       111.8      201.9      400.0     523.7     648.4
    Incident group                  5.5        7.8        9.2        320.7     482.6     601.2
   CD                                                                                    
    Prevalent group                 281.7      338.6      610.6      1,134.7   1,327.9   1,584.1
    Incident group                  11.1       13.9       19.3       774.4     1,052.4   1,274.0
   UC                                                                                    
    Prevalent group                 0.1        6.2        11.4       57.0      147.9     210.3
    Incident group                  6.1        8.3        10.2       108.1     215.0     281.8

Data are presented as mean.

IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; CD, Crohn's disease; UC, ulcerative colitis.
